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Perturbative diffraction methods resolve a conformational
switch that facilitates a two-step enzymatic mechanism
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Enzymes catalyze biochemical reactions through precise positioning of substrates,
cofactors, and amino acids to modulate the transition-state free energy. However, the
role of conformational dynamics remains poorly understood due to poor experimental
access. This shortcoming is evident with Escherichia coli dihydrofolate reductase
(DHFR), a model system for the role of protein dynamics in catalysis, for which it
is unknown how the enzyme regulates the different active site environments required
to facilitate proton and hydride transfer. Here, we describe ligand-, temperature-,
and electric-field-based perturbations during X-ray diffraction experiments to map the
conformational dynamics of the Michaelis complex of DHFR. We resolve coupled
global and local motions and find that these motions are engaged by the protonated
substrate to promote efficient catalysis. This result suggests a fundamental design
principle for multistep enzymes in which pre-existing dynamics enable intermediates
to drive rapid electrostatic reorganization to facilitate subsequent chemical steps.

protein dynamics | allostery | enzyme catalysis | X-ray crystallography | DHFR

Enzymes selectively enhance the rates of chemical reactions. This catalysis is often
explained through precise positioning of substrates and functional groups to stabilize
the transition state of a reaction (1, 2). Proteins, however, contain many rotatable bonds
with energetic barriers that can be crossed by thermal motion. Therefore, proteins exhibit
conformational dynamics best described by an ensemble of structures (3, 4). Since even
sub-angstrom changes in important interactions are, in principle, sufficient to impact the
energetics of catalytic steps or their allosteric regulation (3, 5–8), conformational changes
can be small enough to be overlooked by existing methods, yet key to understanding
enzyme function. A central question therefore remains—how do the conformational
dynamics of enzymes relate to the chemical reaction coordinate? This question is salient
for enzymes with multi-step mechanisms for which the optimal active site arrangement
is likely to differ between subsequent steps.

Critical gaps in our understanding of the interplay of conformational dynamics and
the chemical steps of enzyme catalysis are evident for even the best-studied enzymes.
Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) from Escherichia coli (hereafter, ecDHFR) has been
studied intensively for decades (9–16). DHFR catalyzes the stereospecific transfer
(Fig. 1A) of a hydride ion (H−) from reduced NADPH to dihydrofolate (DHF), yielding
NADP+ and tetrahydrofolate (THF), an essential precursor for purine synthesis (10).
Kinetic isotope effect measurements support a stepwise catalytic mechanism for ecDHFR
in which protonation of DHF at the N5 atom precedes hydride transfer (17) (Fig. 1A). A
key active-site loop, the Met20 loop, adopts two different conformations depending on
the bound ligands: The closed conformation is associated with the Michaelis complex—
the catalytically competent state in which the enzyme is bound to its cofactor and
substrate, as shown in Fig. 1B. The occluded conformation is, instead, adopted by-
product complexes to promote exchange of the spent NADP+ cofactor (9).

Water is both a dynamic component of the electrostatic environment and a direct
participant in the enzymatic mechanism. Although ordered water is not observed in
the active site of the Michaelis complex, the rotamer state of Met20 is hypothesized to
regulate access of a water molecule to the N5 atom of DHF based on conformational
heterogeneity in high-resolution structures (18). Proton transfer directly from the solvent
is further supported by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and neutron diffraction
(18–21). Whereas proton transfer requires solvent access to the active site (18, 21), the
presence of water near the N5 atom of DHF would destabilize the partial positive charge
on the C6 carbon, inhibiting hydride transfer (22). Indeed, transfer of charged groups
often depends strongly on electrostatic environment (23). How, then, does the enzyme
regulate solvent access and electrostatically retune its active site to promote successive
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Fig. 1. The closed state of the Met20 loop contains two interconverting substates. (A) Schematic of the hydride transfer reaction catalyzed by DHFR. Hydride
transfer occurs from NADPH to DHF, yielding NADP+ and THF. The reaction proceeds by a stepwise mechanism: protonation of DHF from water precedes
hydride transfer. The N5 nitrogen and C6 carbon of DHF are labeled. (B) and (C) 2mFo − DFc map (blue mesh; 0.7�), mFo − DFc (green mesh; +4.0�), and refined
model for a ecDHFR:NADP+:FOL structure at 290 K. (B) The ecDHFR complex adopts the Met20 closed conformation and two rotamer states can be modeled
for Met20 (both shown in stick representation), accompanied by unmodeled density. The Bottom panel depicts how this electron density can be interpreted as
a superposition of an “accessible” state that allows water into the active site and an “inaccessible” state that occludes water. (C) The region composed of Met20,
Pro21, and Trp22 adopts two conformations marked by distinct backbone conformations between Pro21 and Trp22 (blue and red arrows). (D) Kernel density
estimates of the Trp22-� dihedral from MD simulations in the context of a crystal lattice and a solvated water box, and a histogram of the Trp22-� dihedral
in deposited structures of ecDHFR. The two states observed in (C) are shown with corresponding blue and red arrows, and the Inset structure indicates the
Trp22-� dihedral. The 2mFo − DFc and mFo − DFc maps shown in (B) and (C) are carved within 1.5 and 3 Å, respectively, of the indicated residues for clarity.

chemical steps with conflicting requirements—protonation
which requires solvent access and hydride transfer for which
solvent access is inhibitory? Rapid reorganization of active site
electrostatics may be a frequent and critical factor in the evolution
and rational design of proficient multistep enzymes.

Existing experimental methods have not provided sufficient
access to the conformational dynamics of DHFR to answer this
question. Here, we apply improved crystallographic methods
to resolve conformational changes in ecDHFR. These methods
resolve a surprising array of conformational motions—a global
hinge motion that constricts the active site cleft and influences the
Met20 sidechain, along with local networks of coupled backbone
and sidechain motions affecting the active site. Using MD
simulations, we find that the protonated intermediate engages
these motions by conformational selection to shield the active
site from bulk solvent—a rapid rearrangement of the active site
that follows substrate protonation to promote hydride transfer.
This mechanism explains a “dynamic knockout” mutant of
ecDHFR—a mutant for which the effects on hydride transfer
rate were proposed to result from altered dynamics alone, and
not from a change in ground state structure (24). We also describe
how the mechanism appears to have constrained the evolution of
the enzyme.

The approach taken here, combining advanced X-ray diffrac-
tion experiments with MD simulations identifies global and local
conformational dynamics that promote efficient catalysis. We
expect that for many natural and designed proteins, this approach
will similarly reveal important conformational rearrangements
and answer fundamental questions about how these proteins
work.

Results
The Closed Met20 Loop Exhibits Distinct Substates. Structural,
kinetic, and computational studies, combined with mutagenesis,
have led to a basic understanding of how the active site
of ecDHFR supports the chemical steps of catalysis. In this
model, the Met20 sidechain regulates solvent access to allow
for protonation at the N5 atom of the substrate (Fig. 1B)
(17, 18). To begin characterizing the conformational dynamics
of the Michaelis complex, we used a widely employed model
of the DHFR Michaelis complex with NADP+ and folate
(FOL) as cofactor and substrate analogs, respectively, as the true
Michaelis complex is not stable for the timescales necessary for
crystallization (9). The crystal form we used is also compatible
with all steps of the catalytic cycle (9). We first solved a structure
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of the model Michaelis complex to 1.04 Å at 290 K. Consistent
with previous structures (9, 16, 18), the protein adopts the closed
Met20 loop conformation, in which FOL and NADP+ are very
close (3.2 Å; Fig. 1B). Inspection of the electron density map (blue
mesh, 2mFo − DFc) near the Met20 sidechain shows electron
density for two rotamers that differ in their �1 dihedrals and the
placement of the terminal methyl group. In addition, there is a
large, 6.5� peak in the difference electron density map between
observed data and the refined model (green mesh, mFo − DFc).
This peak partially overlaps with one of the Met20 rotamer
states (Fig. 1B) and can be identified as the proton-donating
water by comparison with a previous X-ray diffraction study
(18). Together, these electron density features can be interpreted
as a superposition of two Met20 sidechain conformations: an
“accessible” Met20 rotamer can let water into the active site and
an “inaccessible” rotamer excludes water. This structure supports
a solvent-gating role for Met20, and its analysis recapitulates the
features observed by Wan et al. (18).

Our data, however, reveal additional conformational het-
erogeneity in the Met20 loop. The backbone amide between
Pro21 and Trp22 adopts two distinct conformations, offset by
approximately 90◦ (arrows, Fig. 1C ). These alternate backbone
orientations can be thought of as substates of the closed loop
conformation and can be classified by the Trp22-� dihedral angle
with the two states centered at −150◦ (blue arrow) and −75◦
(red arrow). Although this heterogeneity has not been previously
noted, we find a range of values for Trp22-� consistent with
these states in published structures of ecDHFR (Fig. 1D). Both
backbone configurations are also modeled in structures that used
ensemble refinement to represent structural heterogeneity (16).

MD simulations of the crystal lattice and solvated DHFR
confirm that the two substates represent dynamic exchange
within the closed conformation of the Met20 loop. In these
simulations, the substate at −75◦ is populated approximately
twofold more than the other substate in the context of the crystal
lattice (Fig. 1D). The relative population of the states is inverted
in the solvated simulation, indicating that the crystal lattice biases
the thermodynamics between these states by about 0.8 kcal/mol.

A Modified Substrate Analog Resolves the Solvent Gating Mech-
anism. The model presented in Fig. 1B suggests that the Met20
sidechain regulates the occupancy of the proton-donating water.
To test this hypothesis directly, we sought to bias the rotamer
distribution of Met20 with a modified substrate analog, 10-
methylfolate (MFOL). This compound has a methyl substituent
on the N10 nitrogen (dashed circle in Fig. 2A) that makes close
contact with the Met20 sidechain. We determined the structure
of the ecDHFR:NADP+:MFOL complex to 1.14 Å (SI Appendix,
Table S1). As anticipated, this methyl group alters the Met20
rotamer states (Fig. 2B). This structural change is accompanied
by the appearance of an ordered water in the electron density map
within 3.6 Å of the N5 nitrogen of MFOL (arrow in Fig. 2B),
consistent with the location of the unmodeled difference density
in Fig. 1C.

To identify the structural changes induced by the methyl
substituent in more detail, we used the FMFOL−FFOL difference
map, which can sensitively detect changes in electron density
(Fig. 2C ). Strong difference density is visible near the added
methyl group (Fig. 2 C, Inset; labeled a). This 10-methyl group
displaces two ordered waters from the FOL-bound structure
(labeled b), induces a change in the Met20 rotamer distribution
(labeled c), and causes the pterin ring to shift away from the
Met20 residue (labeled d ). Accompanying these changes, electron
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Fig. 2. Ligand-dependent conformational changes illustrate Met20 solvent
gating. (A) Chemical structures of FOL and MFOL. (B) Refined structure and
2mFo − DFc electron density map of the ecDHFR:NADP+:MFOL complex. The
10-methyl group is in close contact with the Met20 sidechain, and a water
(red sphere; indicated by an arrow) can be resolved within 3.6 Å of the N5
nitrogen of MFOL. The 2mFo−DFc map is contoured at 1� (blue mesh; carved
within 1.5 Å of shown atoms) and 0.8� (light blue mesh; carved within 1.5
Å of shown water). (C) FMFOL − FFOL isomorphous difference map, phased
with the MFOL-bound model. The overview shows the difference electron
density induced by the 10-methyl substituent (±4�), and the Inset highlights
the structural differences observed in the active site (±3.5�, carved within 3.0
Å of shown atoms). The added methyl group (label a) displaces an ordered
water (label b), alters the rotamer distribution of Met20 (label c), rotates the
pterin ring (label d), and leads to the introduction of an ordered water near
the N5 nitrogen (label e). The 10-methyl substituent is indicated with a dashed
circle in each panel.

density for an ordered water increases near the N5 nitrogen
(labeled e). That is, the 10-methyl substituent alters the Met20
rotamer equilibrium, increasing solvent access to the N5 atom of
the substrate.

Multi-Temperature Diffraction Resolves a Global Hinge Motion.
The structural changes observed in the MFOL complex validate
the solvent-gating role of the Met20 sidechain but were strongly
localized near the 10-methyl substituent. Because the FOL-
bound structure at 290 K and the MD simulations suggest
additional conformational heterogeneity in the active site, we
sought to bias the population of states of the enzyme using
multi-temperature X-ray diffraction experiments. Because pre-
existing equilibria that involve entropic change will be sensitive to
temperature, these experiments can uncover correlated motions
by observing structural states that change together as a function
of temperature.

The earliest diffraction experiments to investigate the de-
pendence of conformational heterogeneity on temperature used
atomic displacement parameters as a reporter (25–27). Since
those early studies, multi-temperature X-ray crystallography
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has been applied to probe conformational changes caused by
temperature with atomic detail in order to understand the
dynamics of enzymes (28–30). However, these experiments
often probe a broad range of temperatures—from cryogenic to
physiological—which can complicate analysis due to cryocooling
artifacts and imperfect isomorphism (16). Here, we collected 23
high-resolution datasets from crystals from 270 to 310 K, in 10 K
increments, including multiple datasets at each temperature to
assess the uncertainty of any observations (SI Appendix, Tables
S2–S6). We also inferred consensus datasets by combining data
from the multiple crystals collected at each temperature (Fig. 3A
and SI Appendix, Table S7). To identify temperature-dependent
structural changes within this physiological range, we adopted
an automated refinement strategy yielding consistent models
for each dataset. This approach enables detailed biophysical
comparison across temperatures.

To interpret overall conformational change, we computed
the pairwise distances between the C� atoms in each refined
structure for the consensus models at each temperature and
used singular value decomposition (SVD) to determine the
primary temperature-dependent modes of structural change (see
SI Appendix for details). The resulting singular vectors describe
the weights of the pairwise distances and temperature dependence
for each structural mode. The first singular vector explains 88%
of the variance of C� distances across datasets, and depends
monotonically on temperature (Fig. 3B). The corresponding
heatmap depicts the weight of each pairwiseC� distance (Fig. 3C )
and emphasizes two regions that correspond to residues 38 to 88
(orange bar) and residues 120 to 130 (yellow bar). These regions
are colored on the structure of ecDHFR in Fig. 3D: Residues 38 to
88, shown in orange, comprise the adenosine binding subdomain
and residues 120 to 130, shown in yellow, span the end of the
FG loop.

To visualize the temperature-dependent motion correspond-
ing to the first singular vector, Fig. 3D depicts the displacements
in C� positions between the models refined to the 270 and 310 K
datasets. These are rendered as arrows for displacements greater
than 0.1 Å and are enlarged 10× relative to the corresponding
displacement. The arrows reveal a hinge motion that constricts
the active site cleft. One of the strongest features in the pairwise
distance heatmap corresponds to the distance between Asn23-C�
and Pro53-C� (hereafter: hinge distance), which increases with
temperature (Fig. 3E). Together, this analysis reveals a dominant,
temperature-dependent global hinge motion that constricts the
active site cleft by about 0.5 Å Although this is a small-amplitude
motion, the largest SE in Fig. 3E is only 0.04 Å among replicate
datasets.

In addition to the hinge motion, the region comprising
residues 120 to 130 shows significant temperature dependence
in Fig. 3C. In this region, Tyr128 adopts two shifted sidechain
conformations, marked by distinct states for the amide backbone
between Asp127 and Tyr128 (Fig. 3F ). Accordingly, the refined
electron density maps show a titration of density from one
backbone configuration to the other as a function of increasing
temperature, reaching equal occupancy at about 290 K (Fig. 3F ).

Temperature-Resolved Difference Maps Identify Networks
of Correlated Motions. The analysis of multi-crystal, multi-
temperature diffraction experiments above identifies a global
hinge-bending motion and shifts in the conformational equi-
librium of the loop containing Tyr128. This approach works
best to detect such graded shifts of the dominant conformation.
Inspired by time-resolved diffraction experiments (31, 32), we

sought to improve the detection of excited states by conducting
single-crystal perturbation experiments, followed by analysis
with isomorphous difference maps. In these experiments, we
collected diffraction data at multiple temperatures from the same
crystal (Fig. 3G). Difference maps obtained this way showed
reproducible and remarkably sensitive results (see SI Appendix,
Materials and Methods for details and SI Appendix, Fig. S1, and
Tables S8 and S9). We estimate that each dataset had an average
diffraction weighted dose of ∼0.2 MGy, for a cumulative dose
of ∼1.0 MGy per crystal (33, 34). Using repeated experiments
with different sequences of temperature changes (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1A), we demonstrated that the changes in hinge distance
are reversible (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). We also used interleaved
datasets collected at 295 K to assess radiation damage. The
relatively flat difference maps between subsequent 295 K datasets
suggest that radiation-driven effects were limited (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1 C and D). Furthermore, although the multi-temperature,
multi-crystal experiments could be used to compute temperature-
resolved difference maps, we found the single-crystal experiments
yielded more reproducible results (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 E and F ).

The temperature-resolved difference maps obtained from
single-crystal experiments reveal a range of conformational
changes that were not readily detected by the multi-crystal,
refinement-based analysis. The F280 K to F310 K isomorphous dif-
ference map is relatively flat in the adenosine binding subdomain,
but exhibits regions of paired positive and negative difference
density in the loop subdomain (Fig. 3H ), which identify net-
works of temperature-dependent motion propagating through
the enzyme, in addition to the large-scale hinge motion.

Three interesting regions of the protein have strong (>5�)
peaks in the F280 K to F310 K difference map (Fig. 3H ). As
illustrated in Fig. 3I, the most significant difference map peak
(10.3�) involves the oxidized Cys152 sidechain and the nearby
rotamers of Asp116. The paired difference density on the
rotamers implies a correlated shift in their occupancy, which can
be rationalized based on the corresponding movement of ordered
water molecules found between these sidechains. A second
network of temperature-dependent changes (5.6� peak) runs
through the active site including the Met20 loop (Fig. 3J ).
Paired difference density on the pterin ring of folate indicates that
the ring settles deeper in the binding site with the constriction
of the active site cleft. Asp27, which coordinates the pterin
ring, shifts accordingly along with an ordered water bridging
Asp27 and the Trp22 indole ring. Corresponding motions are
observed in the Met20 loop itself, with a small shift in Trp22
and stronger density for the gate-open Met20 rotamer at lower
temperature. Finally, the temperature-resolved difference maps
show that a second dynamic network reaches into the active
site: The region from Phe125 to Tyr128 again shows significant
temperature-dependent features in the difference map (5.5�;
Fig. 3K ). The backbone amide between Asp127 and Tyr128
shows strong, paired difference density, consistent with the
differences observed during refinement (Fig. 3F ). The difference
map, however, also allows us to match the backbone carbonyl
with the corresponding Tyr128 sidechain conformation based
on their shared temperature dependence. Furthermore, strong
difference density for Pro126, Phe125, and Tyr100 highlights
an extended, contiguous network of temperature-dependent
conformational changes that spans about 15 Å to the site of
hydride transfer. Previous studies support the significance of
these residues in catalysis. Tyr100 plays an important electrostatic
role in hydride transfer (35), and the Y100F mutation decreases
khyd by 10-fold (17). Similarly, double-mutant studies implicate
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the mean ± SE at each temperature. (F ) Structure and 2mFo − DFc map for the 290 K consensus structure for Asp127 and Tyr128. The 1.0� isocontour plot
of the 2mFo − DFc map in the plane of the backbone carbonyl is shown for the consensus structures at each temperature. (G) Schematic for the single-
crystal, multi-temperature diffraction experiment. (H) Overview of the temperature-resolved isomorphous difference map between the 280 and 310 K datasets.
(I–K ) Insets highlighting regions of the difference map. All maps are carved within 2 Å of the displayed atoms, and arrows highlight the structural changes.

Phe125 as part of a network of residues coupled to hydride
transfer (36, 37).

In summary, single-crystal temperature-resolved diffraction
experiments reveal detailed views of three extended networks
of correlated motions that propagate throughout the enzyme and
involve key active site residues.

Electric-Field-Dependent Constriction of the Active Site Cleft.
Although temperature can effectively bias conformational equi-
libria to observe correlated changes by X-ray diffraction, it

impacts all states that differ entropically, possibly confounding a
mechanistic interpretation of observed conformational changes.
To further resolve the coupling between observed motions, we
used electric-field-stimulated X-ray crystallography (EF-X). In
an EF-X experiment, a strong electric field is used to apply
force on the charges and local dipoles within a protein crystal
to induce motions. These motions can then be observed by X-ray
diffraction at room temperature (Fig. 4A). By using X-ray pulses
at defined delays after the onset of the electric field, the induced
dynamics can be followed with nanosecond resolution. EF-X has
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Fig. 4. Electric-field-dependent structural changes recapitulate hinge motion and influence on active site residues. (A) Diagram of a possible pattern of force
applied by an external electric field (E, in magenta) to ecDHFR based on the distribution of charged residues. (B) Photograph of the experimental apparatus
for electric-field-stimulated X-ray crystallography (EF-X) at the BioCARS ID-B beamline; (Inset) zoom-in showing an ecDHFR crystal between two electrodes.
(C) Schematic of the data collection strategy, which included three consecutive X-ray pulses at each angle: OFF (no high voltage pulse), 200 ns into a +3.5 kV
pulse, and 200 ns into a −3.5 kV pulse. The crystal was rotated after each sequence of three diffraction images in order to collect a complete dataset for each
condition. (D) Unit cell of the ecDHFR crystal during the EF-X experiments. During the OFF images, the crystal is in the P212121 spacegroup. The applied electric
field along the b-axis alters the symmetry of the crystal, rendering the crystal in a P1211 spacegroup during the high voltage pulses, with two copies in the new
asymmetric unit (ASU; copies shown in red and blue). (E) The ASU of the refined excited state model. The two copies in the ASU differ in hinge distance. The
different copies of the protein are colored in red and blue as an analogy to the multi-temperature experiment; red represents the expanded active site cleft
observed at hotter temperatures, and blue represents the constricted cleft observed at colder temperatures. (F–I) Superposed models and 2mFo − DFc maps
from both protein molecules of the excited state ASU highlight electric-field dependent motion of charged groups. Blue and red arrows depict electric field
vector for the blue and red models, respectively, and maps are contoured at 1.5� and carved within 1.5 Å of shown atoms. (F ) Carboxylate sidechain of folate
and (G) charged sidechains near the C terminus demonstrate electric-field-dependent structural changes consistent with the formal charges of the residues.
(H) Active site residues and Pro21 backbone carbonyl (Inset; contoured at 1.0�) differ between protein molecules. (I) Conformational changes among residues
125 to 128.

been used to study a PDZ domain, and the observed motions were
consistent with proposed mechanisms of ligand-induced allostery
(38). Here, we used an updated apparatus for EF-X as shown in
Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Fig. S2A (see SI Appendix, Materials
and Methods for details). At each orientation of the crystal, we
collected three timepoints: an “Off” reference timepoint in the
absence of a high-voltage pulse, a 200-ns timepoint during a
3.5-kV pulse, and a 200-ns timepoint during a −3.5-kV pulse.

To collect a complete dataset, we then rotated the sample,
repeating the timepoints at each angle. This interleaved data
collection ensures similar accumulated X-ray exposure for each
dataset (Fig. 4C ). The data collection statistics are presented in
SI Appendix, Table S10.

The high-voltage pulse applied in an EF-X experiment is
directional. Copies of ecDHFR in the crystal’s unit cell are
initially related by the symmetry operations of the P212121
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spacegroup. During the pulse, these copies experience the electric
field, and therefore patterns of forces, in different orientations
(Fig. 4D). In our case, two copies of ecDHFR experience the
electric field in nearly the same direction (e.g., both blue copies)
while the other two molecules (both red copies) experience the
opposite field. The resulting deformations are therefore different
for the red and blue copies. Notably, we can use the resulting
symmetry breaking to confirm that there is significant signal in
the experiment (see SI Appendix for details and SI Appendix,
Fig. S2B).

To interpret the structural changes during the high-voltage
pulse, we refined models of the induced excited states (see SI
Appendix for details and SI Appendix, Table S11). Notably,
the copies of the model Michaelis complex seeing the electric
field in opposite direction refined to different hinge distances
(19.6 Å for the “blue” copy and 19.9 Å for the “red” copy,
Fig. 4E and SI Appendix, Fig. S2C ). These changes recapitulate
the hinge motion observed using multi-temperature diffraction
experiments (Fig. 3). Accordingly, we chose the color scheme
for the two protein molecules to emphasize the comparison:
The constricted copy is colored blue for “cold-like” and the
extended copy is colored red for “hot-like”. The resulting electron
density maps show clear electric-field dependent effects in which
positively charged sidechains, like Arg159, move with the electric
field, and negatively charged sidechains, like Glu134, move
against the electric field (Fig. 4 F and G), consistent with the
expected movement of charge in an applied electric field. We
also observe several shifts in the active sites of the two molecules,
including motions of Asp27, the ordered water, and the sidechain
rotamer of Met20 (Fig. 4H ), as well as a flip in the backbone
state of Pro21-Trp22 (Fig. 4 H, Inset). Because many residues
in the Met20 loop lack a formal charge or significant charge
dipole, these motions indicate conformational coupling of the
Met20 loop with the rest of the enzyme. Furthermore, residues
125 to 128 display induced conformational rearrangements (Fig.
4I ), similar to the conformational exchange observed in the

multi-temperature experiment. The structural differences in Fig.
4 F–I are also supported by composite omit maps, indicating that
the results cannot be attributed to model bias (SI Appendix, Fig.
S3). Despite the very different perturbations being used, the sets
of conformational changes observed in the active site and Tyr128
region for the multi-temperature and electric-field-dependent
experiments are consistent in terms of the residues involved and
the sign of the influence of the hinge distance. Together, this
supports a common mechanism in which the global hinge motion
is coupled to local rearrangements throughout the enzyme on the
nanosecond timescale.

Allosteric Coupling of Hinge Motion to Active Site Dynamics.
MD simulations provide a means to directly validate the mecha-
nistic model that the hinge motion allosterically regulates the local
conformational equilibria in the active site. Specifically, we can
bias the hinge distance in simulation using an imposed distance
restraint to observe its impact on other observables in the protein.
To do so, we applied a distance restraint across the active site cleft
with equilibrium values chosen to span the crystallographically
observed range (Fig. 5A). We ran 100 independent, 100-ns MD
simulations at each hinge distance. These restraints successfully
biased the sampled conformations to particular widths of the
active site cleft (Fig. 5B). In response, the population of states
of the Met20 loop backbone changes monotonically (Fig. 5C,
using the Trp22-� backbone dihedral as a reporter). Similarly,
with increasing hinge distance the Met20 sidechain shifts its
rotamer distribution, as reported by a decrease of the population
of the �1 dihedral around �1 = −160◦ (Fig. 5D). This change
is consistent with the multi-temperature experiment, in which
the Met20-�1 of approximately −160◦ was more populated
at lower temperature (shorter hinge distance; Fig. 3J ). This is
also consistent with the EF-X results, in which the copy with a
shorter hinge distance favored the Trp22 backbone and Met20
rotamer states observed in MD (Fig. 4H ). These simulation
results, therefore, corroborate the crystallographic analysis and
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Fig. 5. MD simulations validate the influence of hinge motion on the substates of the closed Met20 loop. (A) Simulation model of ecDHFR:NADP+:FOL
highlighting the distance restraint applied in MD simulations between Asn23-C� and Pro53-C� (black dashed line) to model the effects of constricting (blue
arrows, cold-like by analogy to the multi-temperature experiment) or expanding (red arrows, hot-like) the active site cleft. Kernel density estimates of the
(B) hinge distance being restrained, (C) the Trp22-�, and the (D) Met20-�1 dihedrals. The Trp22-� and Met20-�1 dihedrals, which report on the Met20 closed
substates, show a monotonic response to the distance restraint. The kernel density estimates were produced from 100 independent simulations of 100-ns
duration at each restraint distance.
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confirm that the width of the active site cleft is allosterically
coupled to the occupancy of the Met20 loop substates.

Substrate Protonation Regulates Active Site Solvent Access.
Do these global and local active site motions impact catalysis?
As described, reduction of DHF involves two sequential steps:
substrate protonation and hydride transfer—charge-transfer steps
that may be strongly coupled to the electrostatics of the active site.
To address the effect of protonation on the reactive Michaelis
complex (DHFR:NADPH:DHF), we ran MD simulations of
the deprotonated and N5-protonated complexes. Statistical
distributions of key structural parameters are shown in Fig. 6.
Upon protonation, the average hinge distance decreases by
approximately 0.5 Å and the Trp22-� equilibrium is further
shifted towards the state near −150◦. This combination of
changes recapitulates the allosteric mechanism identified above
and indicates that substrate protonation engages this dynamic
mode.

The donor–acceptor distance for hydride transfer also de-
creases upon protonation (Fig. 6C ). This distance is the primary

determinant of hydride transfer (39), and the change is consistent
with the increase in the partial charge assigned to the C6 of
DHF upon protonation. Protonation of the N5 nitrogen also
effectively eliminates water from its proximity by ordering the
Met20 sidechain. Indeed, the radial distribution function (RDF)
of water molecules around the N5 nitrogen indicates very little
occupancy of the proton-donating water site after protonation
(Fig. 6D), consistent with findings in complementary simulation-
based studies (40, 41). To visualize this change in the organization
of the active site, we superpose frames from the trajectories. Over-
laying 20 ns of one representative trajectory shows heterogeneity
in the Met20 rotamer and frequent occupancy of the water site
(dashed circle) for the deprotonated substrate (Fig. 6E), whereas
the protonated substrate coordinates the Met20 rotamer that
occludes the water site (Fig. 6F ).

Experimentally, we also observed that the network involving
Tyr128, Phe125, and Tyr100 exhibits pronounced temperature
dependence (Fig. 3C ) and motions extending into the active
site (Fig. 3K ). This network did not respond to variation in
hinge distance in MD simulations (SI Appendix, Fig. S4A) but
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Fig. 6. Protonation of the substrate orders the Met20 sidechain in the Michaelis complex. Fifty independent MD simulations of the ecDHFR:NADPH:DHF
complex, with and without protonation of the N5 nitrogen, were run for 100 ns each. Kernel density estimates of the (A) hinge distance, (B) Trp22-�, (C)
donor–acceptor distance for hydride transfer change upon protonation of the substrate. These kernel density estimates were computed for each trajectory
independently and the mean and 95% CI is shown for each condition. (D) The density of water around the N5 nitrogen of DHF as a function of distance from the
N5 nitrogen RDF mean and 95% CI are shown. The first 50 frames (20 ns) from one trajectory are superimposed for the (E) deprotonated and (F ) protonated
substrate, depicting the Met20 sidechain and all waters within 4.5 Å of the N5 nitrogen of DHF. Only the initial frame is depicted for DHF and NADPH for visual
clarity.
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does respond to substrate protonation in MD (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4B). Most likely, then, this network of residues contributes
to electrostatic remodeling of the active site in response to
protonation independently from the enzyme’s hinge motion.

In summary, before protonation, the active site has a pre-
existing equilibrium of states that permits solvent access to the N5
nitrogen. This equilibrium is allosterically coupled to the width of
the active site cleft. This dynamic architecture allows the enzyme
to quickly reorganize the active site in response to protonation of
its substrate. This rearrangement facilitates subsequent hydride
transfer by polarizing the C6 carbon, shortening the donor–
acceptor distance, and inhibiting the competing deprotonation
reaction by excluding bulk solvent, consistent with a proposal by
McTigue et al. (22).

Discussion
By a combination of innovative X-ray diffraction methods and
analyses, we resolved the correlated motions of an enzyme
in atomic detail. Using room-temperature diffraction, we first
identified extended conformational heterogeneity in the enzyme’s
active site loop (Fig. 1C ). We then used a substrate mimetic
to demonstrate that the Met20 sidechain directly regulates
solvent access to the active site (Fig. 2C ). Multi-temperature
and EF-X experiments then uncovered a global hinge motion
that constricts the enzyme’s active site and local networks of
conformational rearrangements throughout the enzyme (Figs.
3 and 4). MD simulations confirmed that the hinge motion
has a direct allosteric effect on conformational equilibria within
the active site (Fig. 5). This coupling enables the protonated
substrate to rapidly select an active site arrangement that favors
the subsequent hydride transfer step over deprotonation (Fig.
6). The result is a model of catalysis by ecDHFR in which
the product of the first chemical step (a reaction intermediate)
drives rapid rearrangements in the active site by conforma-
tional selection to favor the second chemical step. That is,
the enzyme is wired to undergo conformational change in
response to completion of the first chemical step, just like it
does after substrate binding, product formation, and product
release, a view that naturally extends the notion of a dynamic
free energy landscape as the organizing principle of enzyme
catalysis (11).

Functional Significance of Solvent Gating in ecDHFR. Our work
validates the proposed solvent-gating role of Met20 and resolves
conformational dynamics in ecDHFR that allosterically regulate
the organization of the active site in response to substrate
protonation. But, how important is proper solvent gating for
hydride transfer? An important case study for the role of the
Met20 loop in catalysis is the N23PP ecDHFR mutant (and
the related N23PP/S148A mutant) that introduces the double
proline insertion found in the human enzyme. This mutation
decreases the rate of hydride transfer (khyd ) by approximately
15-fold (Fig. 7A) with little apparent change in the overall
structure. Because relaxation–dispersion experiments showed
that this variant no longer displays millisecond-dynamics of the
Met20 loop, Bhabha et al. concluded that these motions influence
the chemical step(s) of catalysis in ecDHFR and classified the
mutant as a “dynamic knockout” (24). Adamczyk et al. (42)
disputed this conclusion with arguments about the importance
of electrostatic preorganization and MD simulations showing
no productive relationship between a putative coordinate for
millisecond dynamics of the Met20 loop and the energy barrier

B N23PP+S148A ecDHFR

N23PP

M20
L28

FOL

NADP+

C

NADP+

FOL

F31

L22

hsDHFR

A

3QL0

4M6K

NADPH

FOL

L22

F31

2W3M

Fig. 7. Functional importance and conservation of solvent gating in DHFR.
(A) The rate of hydride transfer, khyd , for selected mutants of ecDHFR. (B) The
structure of the N23PP/S148A mutant of ecDHFR (PDB: 3QL0) shows well-
supported density for an ordered water in the 2mFo − DFc map (blue mesh;
1.5�). (C) Structures of human DHFR (PDB: 4M6K and PDB: 2W3M, molecule B)
have unmodeled density consistent with partial-occupancy water within 3.5
Å of the N5 nitrogen of FOL and evidence of an alternate rotamer for Phe31
(mFo −DFc ; green/red mesh; ±3.5�). A single rotamer is supported for Leu22
in the 2mFo − DFc maps (blue mesh; 1.0�) suggesting that Phe31 instead
serves as the solvent-gating residue in the human enzyme. Although only
molecule B is presented for the 2W3M deposited structure, similar features
are observed in both protein molecules of the asymmetric unit.

for hydride transfer. Loveridge et al. (39) found that although
the insertion mutant showed a reduced rate of hydride transfer,
the corresponding kinetic isotope effect and its temperature
dependence were largely unaffected. They interpreted this as
evidence that the mutation does not alter direct dynamic
contributions to hydride transfer. Based on our work, we believe
that the N23PP mutation impedes the solvent-gating activity of
ecDHFR: Close inspection of the active site in the published
N23PP/S148A ecDHFR structure (24) shows that a water
occupies the site typically occluded by Met20 in the wild-
type enzyme (Fig. 7B; Protein Databank (PDB: 3QL0). The
proline insertion increases the spacing between Met20 and the
subsequent �-helix by about 0.3 Å (measured from Met20-C�
to Leu28-C�), such that the methionine sidechain no longer
blocks solvent access to the substrate, trapping the protein in
an accessible state that is less competent for hydride transfer. In
this view, the solvent-gating function of Met20 mechanistically
underpins the effect of the N23PP mutation, providing a
structural explanation for the prior notion that the insertion
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disrupts the electrostatic environment of the ecDHFR active
site (42).

Consistent with this inference, about six-fold of the catalytic
activity of N23PP can be rescued by the point mutation L28F
(Fig. 7A), which introduces a larger residue on the adjacent �-
helix (43) and likely partially restores the capability to shield the
substrate from solvent. These results are consistent with a central
role for solvent-gating in enhancing the hydride transfer rate of
ecDHFR.

Functional Conservation of Dynamic Modes in DHFR. Evolu-
tionary conservation provides further perspective on the impor-
tance of the observed motions as DHFR homologs catalyze the
same reaction and face similar challenges. The hinge motion
characterized here within the model Michaelis complex resembles
the conformational changes observed between substrate and
product ternary complexes (44) in terms of its associated changes
in pairwise-distance between C� atoms (Fig. 3C ). The latter
motion reflects a small (<1 Å) hinge motion, and has been
described as a subdomain rotation that alters the width of
the active site cleft (9). Notably, the human homolog exhibits
a substantially larger hinge motion (∼3 Å) upon product
release (44), which was postulated to facilitate cofactor exchange
in versions of DHFR with a more rigid Met20 loop (44).
Consistently, the occluded state of the Met20 loop, which
facilitates cofactor release in ecDHFR, has not been observed
in eukaryotic DHFRs (9, 10, 44). These observations suggest
that relative motion of the subdomains in the DHFR family
readily evolves to maintain a dynamic mode (45) or shear plane
(46) that can support multiple aspects of its functional cycle,
reminiscent of the observation that a single collective motion
observed in the intrinsic dynamics of ubiquitin underlies its
different conformations bound to other proteins (47).

Indeed, the Met20 loop of human DHFR does not exhibit
the conformational flexibility observed for the E. coli enzyme (9),
and the analogous residue to Met20, Leu22, has well-resolved
density for a single conformation in models of the human DHFR
Michaelis complex (Fig. 7C ). Strikingly, however, the differences
between the modeled and observed electron density (mFo−DFc)
for two previously deposited structures of human DHFR both
show clear evidence of an excited state rotamer of the Phe31
sidechain (Fig. 7C ). Accordingly, there is unmodeled positive
difference density near the N5 nitrogen of folate, suggesting
partial occupancy by a proton-donating water as observed
for ecDHFR (Fig. 1B). Together, these observations strongly
suggest that in human DHFR Phe31 is functionally analogous
to ecDHFR Met20, rather than the structurally homologous
Leu22 residue. This functional analogy was first proposed by
McTigue et al. (22) and implies that solvent-gating is functionally
conserved in the active sites of DHFR enzymes. Considering
these structural observations along with partial functional rescue
of the N23PP mutation by the L28F mutation in the E. coli
enzyme, this suggests a mechanistic basis for the appearance of
both mutations at a similar point in evolutionary history (43).

In summary, the work presented here used ligand-, tem-
perature-, and electric-field-dependent X-ray diffraction experi-
ments and MD simulations to resolve a conserved dynamic mode
that allosterically influences local conformational equilibria in the
active site of ecDHFR. This reveals an enzyme with dynamics
primed to respond to the protonation of its substrate, suggesting
a general principle for the rational and evolutionary design of
enzymes with multi-step catalytic mechanisms: the introduction

of specific coupled motions that allow the catalytic intermediate
itself to drive active site reorganization. We believe the approach
presented here will have broad application. The protein crystals
we used are equivalent to those used for decades (e.g., in refs.
9, 15, and 16). However, the advances described here, building
on improvements in hardware (38, 48), data collection strategies
(7, 49), and analysis methods (50–52), enabled elucidation of the
correlated motions of an enzyme in atomic detail. We expect the
presented methods and strategy will likewise permit identification
of the motions that underlie the function of a wide range of
proteins, promoting the development of mechanistic models to
explain protein function and its allosteric regulation.

Materials and Methods

The expression, purification, and crystallization of ecDHFR was performed as
described previously (49), with the exception of the MFOL complex which
required a modified purification scheme to avoid contamination with bound
folate. Monochromatic data collection was conducted at the stanford synchrotron
radiation lightsource (SSRL) beamline 12-1 at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory. All data collection employed a helical acquisition strategy described
previously to mitigate radiation damage during room-temperature diffraction
experiments (49). The multi-temperature experiments used the 800 Series
Cryostream Cooler (Oxford Cryosystems) available at the SSRL 12-1 beamline,
which controls the sample temperature to within 0.1 K. Data reduction and
scaling was done with DIALS (50, 53), and an automated refinement strategy
with phenix.refine (54) was applied for each dataset using a common R-
free set to ensure comparable R-factors between datasets. EF-X experiments
were conducted at BioCARS (Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National
Laboratory) using an experimental apparatus and collection strategy based
on previous work (38). All crystallographic analyses and difference electron
density maps generated in this work used custom scripts implemented using
reciprocalspaceship (51). All MD simulations were run using OpenMM, and a
biasing potential was added between Asn23 and Pro53 using a custom distance
force to evaluate the allosteric influence of hinge distance. Further details
regarding the methods used in this study are available in SI Appendix.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All structures determined in
this study have been deposited in the Protein Databank with IDs: 8DAI (55),
5SSS (56), 5SST (57), 5SSU (58), 5SSV (59), 5SSW (60), 7FPL (61), 7FPM
(62), 7FPN (63), 7FPO (64), 7FPP (65), 7FPQ (66), 7FPR (67), 7FPS (68),
7FPT (69), 7FPU (70), 7FPV (71), 7FPW (72), 7FPX (73), 7FPY (74), 7FPZ (75),
7FQ0 (76), 7FQ1 (77), 7FQ2 (78), 7FQ3 (79), 7FQ4 (80), 7FQ5 (81), 7FQ6
(82), 7FQ7 (83), 7FQ8 (84), 7FQ9 (85), 7FQA (86), 7FQB (87), 7FQC (88),
7FQD (89), 7FQE (90), 7FQF (91), 7FQG (92), 8G4Z (93), and 8G50 (94), as
referenced in SI Appendix, Tables 1–11. Python and PyMOL scripts for generating
figures, along with (difference) electron density maps are deposited in Zen-
odo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7634123) (95). Crystallographic analyses
make use of reciprocalspaceship and rs-booster, which are available from
https://rs-station.github.io/ (96, 97). The forcefields, starting models, and scripts
for reproducing the molecular dynamics trajectories are included in the Zenodo
deposition.
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